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ABSTRACT
B[e] Supergiants are luminous evolved massive stars. The mass-loss during this phase
creates a complex circumstellar environment with atomic, molecular, and dusty regions
usually found in rings or disk-like structures. For a better comprehension of the mech-
anisms behind the formation of these rings, detailed knowledge about their structure
and dynamics is essential. To address that, we obtained high-resolution optical and
near-infrared spectra for 8 selected Galactic B[e] Supergiants, for which CO emission
has been detected. Assuming Keplerian rotation for the disk, we combine the kine-
matics obtained from the CO bands in the near-IR with those obtained by fitting the
forbidden emission [O i] λ5577, [O i] λλ6300,6363, and [Ca ii] λλ7291,7323 lines in the
optical to probe the disk structure. We find that the emission originates from multiple
ring structures around all B[e] Supergiants, with each one of them displaying a unique
combination of rings regardless of whether the object is part of a binary system. The
confirmed binaries display spectroscopic variations of their line intensities and profiles
as well as photometric variability, whereas the ring structures around the single stars
are stable.
Key words: stars: circumstellar matter – stars: early-type – stars: massive – stars:
supergiants – stars: winds, outflows
1 INTRODUCTION
Massive stars have an exceptionally important impact on
their stellar environment and their host galaxies. They lose
mass from the start of their lives via strong stellar winds.
As stars evolve off the main sequence they pass through
several phases of intense or even episodic mass loss before
they explode as supernovae. Particularly, one such phase is
composed by the B[e] Supergiants (B[e]SGs, for a review see
Kraus 2017).
B[e]SGs are luminous (logL∗/L⊙ & 4) B-type stars that
do not exhibit significant variability (Lamers et al. 1998).
They display complex circumstellar environments (CSEs).
⋆ E-mail: grigorios.maravelias@uv.cl
The presence of strong stellar winds is indicated by the P
Cygni profiles in their Balmer lines. Moreover, their optical
spectra are composed by narrow, low-excitation permitted
and forbidden emission lines from singly ionized and neu-
tral metals, while their UV spectra exhibit broad absorption
features of higher-excitation levels of highly ionized metals.
Additionally, they show a strong infrared excess due to hot
circumstellar dust.
The presence of such a complex CSE has been puz-
zling. Zickgraf et al. (1985) proposed a model consisting of
a two-component wind: (a) a low-density, fast, line-driven
polar wind, where the emission of high-excitation lines orig-
inates, (b) a high-density, slow, equatorial outflowing disk,
in which the line emission of permitted and forbidden low-
excitation lines originate, and in which dust is formed further
c© 2015 The Authors
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away. Indications for the presence of such dusty disks come
from a variety of observational properties, such as the in-
trinsic polarization and the CO emission in IR spectra (see
Kraus (2017) for more details). The best proof has been
provided by interferometry, which actually resolved these
disks (de Wit et al. 2014, for a review). Contemporaneously,
it confirmed the earlier findings by Liermann et al. (2010)
that the disks are actually detached from the central star
(Wheelwright et al. 2012a; Domiciano de Souza et al. 2011;
Millour et al. 2011), and that the disks move in Keplerian
rotation rather than following the outflowing scenario (e.g.
Marchiano et al. 2012; Wheelwright et al. 2012b). Further
support comes from high-resolution IR spectroscopy where
CO (e.g. Cidale et al. 2012; Wheelwright et al. 2012b) and
SiO (Kraus et al. 2015) emission features have been de-
tected. As CO and SiO form under different physical con-
ditions (temperature and density) the information derived
by modeling their features can help us probe the structure
of the molecular disk. This method has been extended to
optical spectra by modeling forbidden emission lines (e.g.
Aret et al. 2012), which has unveiled multiple rings around
B[e]SGs (Maravelias et al. 2017), which are not necessary
homogeneous (Kraus et al. 2016; Torres et al. 2018).
Even though observations have helped us acquire a
more detailed understanding of the B[e]SGs, we still lack
a proper description of how their CSE (and consequently
the B[e]SGs) form. During the years, a number of mod-
els has been proposed that each can explain some of
their observed properties. An approach is to create an
asymmetric stellar wind in single stars using fast rota-
tion (e.g. Maeder & Desjacques 2001; Kraus 2006), the bi-
stability mechanism (e.g. Pelupessy et al. 2000; Petrov et al.
2016), slow-wind solutions (e.g. Cure´ 2004; Cure´ et al.
2005) or the magneto-rotational instability mechanism (e.g.
Krticˇka et al. 2015; Kurfu¨rst et al. 2014). Alternative sce-
narios with single stars include mass-loss events triggered
by non-radial pulsations and/or other instabilities, or the
presence of objects (e.g. minor bodies or planets) that clear
their paths creating single/multiple stable ring structures
(Kraus et al. 2016). A different forming channel is through
binaries, either from mass transfer (e.g. Miroshnichenko
2007; Millour et al. 2011; Wheelwright et al. 2012b) or even
from mergers (e.g. Podsiadlowski et al. 2006). Support for
the importance of a companion comes from the high frac-
tion of binaries among the OB populations (> 50 − 70%;
Sana et al. 2012, 2013; Dunstall et al. 2015), as well as
a significant estimate for the fraction of mergers (∼ 8%;
de Mink et al. 2014). Despite that, the number of confirmed
binaries among the B[e]SG population is fairly low (6 out of
31 objects; Kraus 2017).
To better understand the B[e]SGs we need to study in
detail their CSEs and how these are formed. To address that
we have initiated a campaign to study the CSEs for a large
number of Galactic and Magellanic Cloud B[e]SGs, using
high-resolution optical and infrared spectroscopy. The cur-
rent work is focusing on a sub-sample of 8 selected Galactic
B[e]SGs that display CO emission features. For all of these
we have obtained/collected optical spectra and derived their
kinematical information from forbidden line modeling.
The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we
present our sample, the observed and archival spectra ob-
tained, and the data processing we followed. In Section 3 we
describe the model we used, and in Section 4 we present our
results. We discuss our results in Section 5, and our conclu-
sions are given in Section 6.
2 OBSERVATIONS AND DATA PROCESSING
2.1 Sample
Our sample consists of 8 Galactic B[e]SG sources (out of a
total population of 16 Galactic examples; Kraus 2017) that
show CO emission features. For these we have compiled a
large collection of high-resolution optical and near-IR spec-
tra, acquired with the same instrument (per band) at differ-
ent epochs. This enables us to build the most homogeneous
dataset for these sources at this resolution.
In Table 1 we give some basic properties for our sample:
columns 1 and 2 refer to the most usable identifiers, columns
3 and 4 correspond to their coordinates, columns 5 to 8 pro-
vide indicative photometric magnitudes in the optical (V )
and near-IR (J, H, K ), respectively. Column 9 refers to the
binarity status of each source, while further details (e.g. ec-
centricity, orbital period) for each binary are provided in the
sections that follow.
2.2 Optical data
We used the Fiber-fed Extended Range Optical Spectro-
graph (FEROS, Kaufer et al. 1999) a bench-mounted echelle
spectrograph. FEROS provides high-resolution spectra (R ∼
48000) with a wide spectral coverage (∼3600-9200 A˚). The
spectrograph was attached to the 1.52 m ESO telescope
for observations performed in 1999-2002, and to the 2.2 m
MPG telescope later on (both telescopes located at the Eu-
ropean Southern Observatory in La Silla, Chile). The targets
have been observed systematically during the 2014-2016 pe-
riod and they are supplemented with data taken scarcely
since 1999, through various programs of our team and the
archive1. The spectrograph is fed with light from two in-
dividual fibers with a 2′′ field-of-view each. We used the
Object-Sky (OBJSKY) mode which permits simultaneous
acquisition of object and sky spectra. An observing log of
the optical observations can be found in Table 2. For each
source (column 1) we provide the date of the observation
(column 2), the number of exposures and the exposure time
(column 3), and the SNR (column 4) as derived from a re-
gion around 7100Å in the optical and around 2.293µm in the
near-IR spectra. We also give the instrument used (column
5) along with the resolution (column 6) and the wavelength
coverage (column 7).
For our work we used the FEROS pipeline products
which we further processed (using the PyRAF command lan-
guage). We first remove the barycentric correction applied
to the data by the FEROS pipeline, and we combine spectra
to obtain higher SNR. To remove the telluric lines we em-
ploy the standard IRAF telluric task using standard star
data, either from observations taken at the same night or
using templates whenever standard stars observations were
1 The ESO Science Archive Facility, which includes Phase 3 (fully
reduced) data for FEROS, found at http://archive.eso.org/
wdb/wdb/adp/phase3_spectral/form?collection_name=FEROS
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Table 1. Sample of stars.
Star other common RA (J2000) Dec (J2000) V J H K Binarity status
identifiers (hh mm ss.s) (dd mm ss.s) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag)
[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9]
CPD-52 9243 Hen 3-1138 16 07 02.0 -53 03 45.8 10.25 6.31 5.39 4.44 –
CPD-57 2874 Hen 3-394, WRAY 15-535 10 15 22.0 -57 51 42.7 10.20 5.76 4.96 4.28 –
HD 327083 Hen 3-1359 17 15 15.4 -40 20 06.7 9.67 5.64 4.57 3.69 yes1
HD 62623 3 Puppis, l Puppis 07 43 48.5 -28 57 17.4 3.93 3.40 3.07 2.34 yes2
GG Car HD 94878, CPD-59 2855 10 55 58.9 -60 23 33.4 8.70 6.76 5.94 4.97 yes3
MWC 137 V1380 Ori 06 18 45.5 +15 16 52.3 11.95 8.76 7.84 6.62 –
HD 87643 Hen 3-365, MWC 198 10 04 30.3 -58 39 52.1 9.50 6.22 4.76 3.65 yes4
Hen 3-298 WRAY 15-406 09 36 44.4 -53 28 00.0 11.4 7.85 6.84 5.70 –
All data retrieved from Simbad (accessed on March 13, 2017), except for HD 327083 obtained from Miroshnichenko et al. (2003) and
the IR data for Hen 3-298 obtained from Cutri et al. (2003). References: 1Wheelwright et al. (2012a), 2Millour et al. (2011),
3Marchiano et al. (2012), 4Millour et al. (2009)
not available (mainly from 1999 and 2000). We subtract the
sky from the object spectrum whenever the [OI] sky lines
contaminate the emission features of interest - not possible
in all cases due to the lack of sky spectra (in those the lines
have been manually removed). After the telluric and sky re-
moval we correct back all final spectra for the barycentric
velocity and their corresponding systematic radial velocities.
Since these are unknown we opted for correcting with the
values that center the [OI] λ6300 line. As a last step, we
select the spectral lines we are interested and we normalize
their intensity with local continuum (which is calculated at
their central wavelength through a linear fit of continuum
regions located at the red and blue parts with respect to the
lines; Maravelias 2014).
2.3 Infrared data
For the IR observations we have used the CRyogenic
high-resolution InfraRed Echelle Spectrograph (CRIRES;
Kaeufl et al. 2004), equipped on a 8.2 m telescope of ESO-
VLT (Paranal, Chile). This instrument can obtain high-
resolution (R ∼ 50000) spectra with a range of 2.277 −
2.325µm in the K−band. In order to remove the sky and
detector glow we performed observations with a standard
nodding on-slit strategy. Each science target was followed
by the observation of a standard star to correct for telluric
lines. The ESO/CRIRES pipeline (v2.3.4) was used to re-
duce the data, and the final spectra were corrected for he-
liocentric velocity. Due to quality issues we use only the part
of the spectrum around the first CO bandhead. This allows
us to derive concrete results regarding the kinematics for the
CO region, but not about the temperature and the column
density (at least two bandheads are needed; Kraus 2009).
For HD 62623 we present an additional spectrum using
the Gemini Near-Infrared Spectrograph (GNIRS) mounted
on the 8.1 m Gemini North telescope (Mauna Kea, Hawaii-
US). The observations were performed in long-slit (single
order) mode (R ∼ 18000), using the 110 l mm−1 grating and
the 0.10 arcsec slit, centered at 2.318µm. Observations were
taken with an ABBA nod pattern along the slit in order to
remove sky emission. All the steps of the reduction process
were made using IRAF software package tasks. Reduction
steps include AB pairs subtraction, flat field correction, tel-
luric correction, and wavelength calibration. Each science
target was followed by the observation of a standard (B-
type) star to correct for telluric lines. After applying the
corrections for heliocentric and systemic velocities, the con-
tinuum was used to normalize the data, and finally, it was
subtracted to obtain a pure emission spectrum. The observ-
ing log for the IR spectra is included in Table 2.
3 MODELING
The various emission features (in the optical and the near-
IR) form in regions of different physical conditions (e.g. tem-
perature and density). In the Keplerian rotation scenario
each region will display a different rotational velocity ac-
cording to its position within the disk. The optical [O i]
λ5577, [O i] λλ6300,6363, and [Ca ii] λλ7291,7323 emission
lines would form closer to the star than the molecular emis-
sion. Moreover, in a standard disk scenario in which den-
sity and temperature decrease with distance from the cen-
tral star, the [Ca ii] and the [O i] λ5577 lines occupy simi-
lar disk regions close to the star whereas the [O i] doublet
lines form further out (Kraus et al. 2007, 2010; Aret et al.
2012). Hot molecular emission originates from disk regions
between the atomic gas and the dust, where the gas temper-
atures range from 5000 down to 2000 K. In this region, first
CO forms, with its first-overtone band emission (∼ 2.29µm)
tracing the inner edge of the molecular disk (Liermann et al.
2010; Oksala et al. 2013), while SiO forms at slightly lower
temperatures hence farther out (first-overtone band emis-
sion around 4µm; Kraus et al. 2015). Thus, the kinematical
information derived from these emission features can probe
the disk’s structure.
For the model computations of the first CO bandhead
observed in our IR data, we utilize the previously devel-
oped code by Kraus et al. (2000). It computes a CO emission
spectrum assuming that the material is in Local Thermody-
namic Equilibrium and located within a narrow rotating ring
(vrot). Depending on our knowledge of the inclination angle
of the system, the vrot corresponds to the de-projected veloc-
ity, else we refer to the line-of-sight velocities that are lower
limits of the real rotational velocities. This velocity is con-
MNRAS 000, 1–24 (2015)
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Table 2. Observing log
Object Date UT N× texp SNR Instrument/Observatory Resolution Wavelength range
(yyyy-mm-dd) (s)
[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7]
CPD-52 9243 1999-04-19 1x3600 100 FEROS/ESO-La Silla 48000 3600-9200 A˚
1999-06-25 1x2400 80 FEROS/ESO-La Silla 48000 3600-9200 A˚
2000-03-28 1x1800 50 FEROS/ESO-La Silla 48000 3600-9200 A˚
2000-06-11 1x3600 75 FEROS/ESO-La Silla 48000 3600-9200 A˚
2005-04-21 1x1800, 1x300 125 FEROS/MPG-La Silla 48000 3600-9200 A˚
2010-04-06 2x20 140 CRIRES/ESO-Paranal 50000 2.276-2.326 µm
2015-05-13 2x600 120 FEROS/MPG-La Silla 48000 3600-9200 A˚
2015-10-11 2x700 85 FEROS/MPG-La Silla 48000 3600-9200 A˚
2016-04-13 2x700 120 FEROS/MPG-La Silla 48000 3600-9200 A˚
2016-08-02 2x1000 100 FEROS/MPG-La Silla 48000 3600-9200 A˚
CPD-57 2874 2008-12-22 2x1000 100 FEROS/MPG-La Silla 48000 3600-9200 A˚
2009-12-02 2x32 140 CRIRES/ESO-Paranal 50000 2.276-2.326 µm
2015-05-13 2x600 100 FEROS/MPG-La Silla 48000 3600-9200 A˚
2016-01-13 2x700 90 FEROS/MPG-La Silla 48000 3600-9200 A˚
2016-03-13 2x900 60 FEROS/MPG-La Silla 48000 3600-9200 A˚
HD 327083 1999-06-25 1x1800 90 FEROS/ESO-La Silla 48000 3600-9200 A˚
2010-06-28 20x20 280 CRIRES/ESO-Paranal 50000 2.276-2.326 µm
2015-05-11 2x600 70 FEROS/MPG-La Silla 48000 3600-9200 A˚
2015-10-12 2x500 80 FEROS/MPG-La Silla 48000 3600-9200 A˚
2015-10-15 2x500 80 FEROS/MPG-La Silla 48000 3600-9200 A˚
2016-04-13 2x500 75 FEROS/MPG-La Silla 48000 3600-9200 A˚
2016-07-28 2x600 70 FEROS/MPG-La Silla 48000 3600-9200 A˚
HD 62623 2008-12-21 2x120 230 FEROS/MPG-La Silla 48000 3600-9200 A˚
2009-11-29 2x32 100 CRIRES/ESO-Paranal 50000 2.276-2.326 µm
2010-05-03 3x300 100 FEROS/MPG-La Silla 48000 3600-9200 A˚
2012-04-06 8x10 500 GNIRS/GEMINI-Mauna Kea 18000 2.28-2.35 µm
2013-05-09 1x120 200 FEROS/MPG-La Silla 48000 3600-9200 A˚
2014-11-29 2x10 90 FEROS/MPG-La Silla 48000 3600-9200 A˚
2015-05-10 2x10 120 FEROS/MPG-La Silla 48000 3600-9200 A˚
2015-10-12 2x20 40 FEROS/MPG-La Silla 48000 3600-9200 A˚
GG Car 1999-04-18 1x900 130 FEROS/ESO-La Silla 48000 3600-9200 A˚
2000-02-23 1x1200 100 FEROS/ESO-La Silla 48000 3600-9200 A˚
2008-12-22 2x900 100 FEROS/MPG-La Silla 48000 3600-9200 A˚
2009-06-09 1x810 110 FEROS/MPG-La Silla 48000 3600-9200 A˚
2009-12-02 2x32 100 CRIRES/ESO-Paranal 50000 2.276-2.326 µm
2011-03-23 1x700 110 FEROS/MPG-La Silla 48000 3600-9200 A˚
2015-05-13 4x120 70 FEROS/MPG-La Silla 48000 3600-9200 A˚
2015-11-23 4x120 75 FEROS/MPG-La Silla 48000 3600-9200 A˚
2015-11-26 4x120 70 FEROS/MPG-La Silla 48000 3600-9200 A˚
MWC 137 2009-11-03 5x32 30 CRIRES/ESO-Paranal 50000 2.276-2.326 µm
2015-12-05 3x1200 70 FEROS/MPG-La Silla 48000 3600-9200 A˚
2016-02-28 3x1000 90 FEROS/MPG-La Silla 48000 3600-9200 A˚
HD 87643 1999-04-18 1x1800, 1x900, 1x360 60 FEROS/ESO-La Silla 48000 3600-9200 A˚
2000-02-23 1x1200 55 FEROS/ESO-La Silla 48000 3600-9200 A˚
2009-12-02 2x32 120 CRIRES/ESO-Paranal 50000 2.276-2.326 µm
2015-05-12 7x200 10 FEROS/MPG-La Silla 48000 3600-9200 A˚
2015-10-13 2x400 75 FEROS/MPG-La Silla 48000 3600-9200 A˚
2016-04-13 2x400 70 FEROS/MPG-La Silla 48000 3600-9200 A˚
Hen 3-298 2005-04-19 1x3600, 1x600 60 FEROS/MPG-La Silla 48000 3600-9200 A˚
2009-12-02 4x16 100 CRIRES/ESO-Paranal 50000 2.276-2.326 µm
2015-05-11 2x1100 20 FEROS/MPG-La Silla 48000 3600-9200 A˚
2015-11-26 3x900 40 FEROS/MPG-La Silla 48000 3600-9200 A˚
2015-12-06 2x1100 60 FEROS/MPG-La Silla 48000 3600-9200 A˚
2016-01-12 2x1300 60 FEROS/MPG-La Silla 48000 3600-9200 A˚
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volved with a Gaussian component (vg) which is a combina-
tion of a typical thermal velocity (vthermal ∼ 1−2 kms−1 ) and
some random internal motion of the gas (vturbulence typically
∼ 1− 2 kms−1 ). The last step of the calculations is another
convolution of the model with a single Gaussian component
that represents the instrument’s spectral resolution (R).
To model the optical emission lines we assume that the
atomic gas follows the distribution of the molecular gas, i.e.
we consider emission from narrow rotating rings for the [O i]
λ5577 and λλ6300,6363, and the [Ca ii] λλ7291,7323 lines. We
are using the same thermal velocity, as our approach is based
purely on the kinematics, but we adjust the instrument’s
spectral resolution to the optical one (R ∼ 5.5− 6.5 kms−1 ,
for FEROS). For some cases in our narrow ring approach
the model required a value for vturbulence that was (much)
larger than the typical value of 1-2 kms−1 that can be asso-
ciated with turbulence. In these cases, we interpret the extra
Gaussian velocity component needed for the fit as indication
for rings with finite (extended) width, and we determine
the typical ring-width as: vturbulence =
√
< vg >2 −R2− v
2
thermal,
where < vg > is the mean value from all measurements corre-
sponding to the same ring from all epochs available. In this
case we convolve the model of the emission line directly with
a Gaussian profile that combines the thermal velocity, the
turbulence, and the instrument’s spectral resolution. This
is allowed because the optical forbidden lines are optically
thin, in contrast to the (partially) optical thick lines and
the line blending in the near-IR region for the CO emission
spectrum.
In order to determine the rotational velocities we follow
this strategy:
(i) We first determine the rotational velocity of the CO
ring, since the CO emission features are a direct evidence of
gas presence.
(ii) The rotational velocity (and the Gaussian compo-
nent) of CO is our first guess for the corresponding model of
each optical line. If these initial guesses are not sufficient to
reproduce the observed profile then we adjust their values
accordingly.
(iii) A symmetrical broadening of the spectral line is the
result of integrating its flux over a complete ring. To account
for asymmetries we calculate the line flux over partial rings
(see also Kraus et al. 2016 for the difference between full and
partial rings). This indicates the presence of inhomogeneities
within these rings.
(iv) It is possible though that a single rotational velocity
cannot fit the line. In that case we add more rings up to the
successful fit of the observed profile.
(v) In some cases we need to combine multiple and partial
rings. We do this in order to remain consistent with our
approach, however, we point that this could not be the only
scenario (see Section 5).
To select the optimum fitting parameters for each line
we create a number of models changing one parameter (vrot,
vg, and fluxes in multiple ring-models) at a time, and we vi-
sually compare them with the observed profiles. During this
process we have implemented a χ2 measurement to direct
us towards the best solution and help us address degener-
acy problems, e.g. selecting among multiple ring options the
one with the smallest reduced χ2 value. Quoting those val-
ues could be rather misleading as due to the combination
of high-quality data (very small errorbars), the telluric/sky
residuals (although our best effort to correct for these),
and the continuum determination (including the presence
of some features at the wings of some lines) the reduced χ2
values become quite large. The corresponding errors are de-
rived by the maximum and minimum values that provide an
acceptable fit.
We point here that the modeling process refers to the
line profiles originating from the emitting regions of the
CSE, which means that the gaps between the individual
rings are due to gas-free or low-density regions. Alternative
models have been tested in the past. An outflow scenario can
fit the profiles, but it fails to reproduce the spectra of these
sources, e.g. the lack of the [O ii] λ7319 line (Kraus et al.
2010). A viscous disk scenario underestimates significantly
the [O i] line intensities (see Porter 2003; Kraus et al. 2007).
4 RESULTS
For each source in our sample we have obtained spectra
from various epochs. This allows us to examine the phys-
ical properties of their disks and their variations if present.
In the following paragraphs we describe our results per ob-
ject, summarized in Table 3. For each source (column 1) we
provide the inclination angle (column 2), whenever known to
obtain the de-projected velocities, the stellar mass estimates
(column 3), the rotational velocities and ring radii (accord-
ing to mass) of the forming regions for the [O i] λ5577 line
(columns 4 and 5), the [Ca ii] λ7291 line (columns 6 and 7),
the [O i] λ6300 line (columns 8 and 9), the first CO bandhead
(columns 10 and 11), and the first SiO bandhead (columns
12 and 13). In the last column (14) of Table 3 we present
the systemic radial velocity derived for each source by iden-
tifying the necessary shift to center the observed profiles of
the [O i] λ6300 line compared to a symmetric model, which
is added to the barycentric correction performed by FEROS
pipeline. For each star the rotational velocities are shown in
a decreasing order, i.e. as we progressively move away from
the star. The rotational velocities of the optical lines are the
averaged values over all epochs, and their corresponding er-
rors are the result of error propagation from the individual
measurements. We present more detailed information for the
fits we have performed for each epoch and star in Appendix
A. Considering the near-IR spectra we have re-processed
all original CRIRES data (for which Muratore et al. 2012
presented preliminary fits for some objects) and we provide
rotational velocities corrected for the line-of-sight whenever
the inclination angle is known. We present all final fits for
the first CO overtone bandhead emission (at ∼ 2.3µm) in Fig.
1, and we discuss these CO features (henceforth) in relation
with the results obtained from the optical lines.
4.1 CPD-52 9243
The CO emission features have been detected in the near-IR
spectra already by the works of Whitelock et al. (1983) and
McGregor et al. (1988). Cidale et al. (2012) using high-
resolution sprectroscopy and interferometry have found that
MNRAS 000, 1–24 (2015)
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Table 3. The summary of the kinematics identified in our sample. For each source we present the number of identified rings per line as we move further away from the star (i.e. in a
decreasing order of rotational velocities).
Star ia Mass [O i] 5577 [Ca ii] 7291 [O i] 6300 CO SiO systemic
vrot R vrot R vrot R vrot R vrot R RV
b
(◦) (M⊙) (kms
−1 ) (AU) (kms−1 ) (AU) (kms−1 ) (AU) (kms−1 ) (AU) (kms−1 ) (AU) (kms−1 )
[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14]
CPD-52 9243 46◦1 17.4-18.61,c – – 48.9±3.0 6.7±0.8 51.4±4.8 6.0±1.1 -49
30.4±2.9 17.3±3.3 32.1±4.6 15.5±4.4 36±11 12.3±0.7 35.5±12 12.7±0.7
CPD-57 2874 30◦3 15-203.c – – 210.5±15.0 0.35±0.05 3
158.3±6.2 0.62±0.05 166.3±11.4 0.56±0.08
108.1±8.1 1.3±0.2 120.3±6.2 1.1±0.1 130±14 0.92±0.01 110±12 1.28±0.02
88.3±7.1 2.0±0.3
44.5±4.5 7.8±1.6
HD 327083 50◦5 256 – – 75.4±3.5 3.9±0.4 74.7±4.3 4.0±0.5 86±14 3.00±0.07 78±12 3.65±0.09 -26
61.7±4.1 5.8±0.8
HD 62623 52◦7 9-10.58,c 57.1±7.0 2.7±0.7 60.8±2.4 2.3±0.2 61.7±3.2 2.3±0.2 53±14 3.1±0.1 48±12 3.8±0.2 27
41.8±2.6 5.0±0.6 39.5±4.3 4.7±1.8
GG Car 63◦±9◦9 3810 – – 95.8±5.4 3.7±0.4 84.3±16.3 4.7±1.8 91.5±7.510 4.0±0.7 – – -22
29.9±3.4 37.7±8.5
MWC 137 unknown 10-1511,c – – – – 84±212,d 1.57±0.07 – – 42
68.0±2.8d 2.4±0.2
46.8±1.4d 5.1±0.3
31.0±1.4d 11.5±1.0
20.3±0.7d 26.9±1.9
HD 87643 unknown 2513 – – 89.1±9.0d 2.5±0.5 -3
61.0±5.3d 5.2±0.9
28.1±2.9d 24.7±5.1
10.6±1.3d 173±43 9.7±1.7d 207±72 11±14,d 161±29 – –
HD 87643e 7.4◦4 2513 – – 691±70 0.046±0.009 -3
474±41 0.10±0.02
218±23 0.47±0.1
82.3±10 3.3±0.8 75±13 3.9±1.4 85±84 3.1±0.6 – –
Hen 3-298 unknown 2014 23.2±2.7d 33.0±7.7 21.5±1.1d 38.4±3.9 18.7±1.14,d 50.8±6.0 19±14,d 49.1±5.2 – – 81
Notes: a Inclination angle of the system rotation axis with respect to the line of sight (i = 90◦ means edge-on view of the disk); b The systemic radial velocity for each star, as derived by
centering the [O i] λ6300 line; c For the sources with a range of stellar mass estimates we used an average value for the determination of the corresponding ring radii; d Rotational
velocities as projected to the line-of-sight; e For HD 87643 we present our results for both the line-of-sight velocities and the velocities derived after constraining the inclination angle
(see text for more details).
References: 1 Cidale et al. (2012); 2 Kraus et al. (2015); 3 Domiciano de Souza et al. (2011); 4 This work; 5 Marchiano et al. (in preparation); 6 Wheelwright et al. (2012a); 7
Millour et al. (2011); 8 Aret et al. (2016); 9 Marchiano et al. (2012); 10 Kraus et al. (2013); 11 Mehner et al. (2016); 12 Muratore et al. (2015); 13 Oudmaijer et al. (1998); 14
Oksala et al. (2013).
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the CO emission originates from a detached rotating ring
at 36 kms−1 (Fig. 1). Additionally, Kraus et al. (2015) have
discovered SiO emission from a rotating ring at 35.5 kms−1 .
Since their velocities are the same, it becomes apparent that
the total molecular emission originates from a common re-
gion.
In Fig. 2 we present the line profiles of the optical emis-
sion lines from all available observations (from 1999 to 2016).
We note the absence of [O i] λ5577 in all epochs. While the
[Ca ii] doublet presents clearly double-peaked profiles the
[O i] displays asymmetries (e.g. stronger blue peaks on 2016-
04-13, 2015-05-13, and 2000-06-10)2. Using the model de-
scribed in Section 3, we fit each of these lines with a two-ring
model (see Fig. 3). To account for the asymmetries of the
[O i] line we need to use partial rings (half-filled), and since
these are present only on some epochs (e.g. not on 2016-
08-02 or 2000-03-27) they may be indicative of a revolving
inhomogeneity of the material. Nevertheless, the rotational
velocities derived from the fitting process are similar in all
epochs (see Table A1 for more details), and their averaged
values are 30.4 kms−1 and 48.9 kms−1 for the [Ca ii] line and
32.1 kms−1 and 51.4 kms−1 for the [O i] line.
The identification of two rings for each line indicates
that there are two emitting regions/rotational rings. More-
over, the similar values found for the [Ca ii] and [O i] lines
indicates that these gases coexist. Given the Keplerian rota-
tion, the ring at ∼ 31 kms−1 is located further away from the
star than the molecular ring (at ∼ 36 kms−1 ). Since our typ-
ical ring-width is ∼ 9 kms−1 this ring may not be totally in-
dependent from the molecular one. The presence of another
ring at a higher velocity (of ∼ 50 kms−1 ) implies a region
which is located closer to the star, and consists mainly of
atomic gas (i.e. [Ca ii] and [O i]). Thus, in total we suggest
that the circumstellar disk of CPD-52 9242 consists of two to
three rings (as the outermost ring could be potentially over-
lapping with the molecular one). We used the stellar mass
estimate by Cidale et al. (2012) of 17.4−18.6 M⊙ to convert
these velocities to distance radii from the star (see Table 3).
The derived radii at ∼ 6.7 AU (ring with atomic gas only:
[Ca ii] and [O i]) and ∼ 12− 17 AU (combined atomic and
molecular gas) are consistent with the results of Cidale et al.
(2012) who identified atomic gas at 5 and 12 AU.
Apart from the changes in the [O i] profile, there are
intensity variations which are systematic for all lines, with
the strongest lines present during our latest observations (in
2015 and 2016). The Hα line displays also variability on its
blue peak, which is indicative of changes in the wind. It is
interesting to note that the profiles of Hα (up to 2005) and
[O i] λ6300 (on dates with symmetric profiles) are similar to
the ones obtained in 1988 by Zickgraf (2003) (cf. his fig. 1
and 2, at similar resolution of R ∼ 55000), although the big
gap between 1988 and 1999 does not allow for any strict
conclusions about the variability of the lines.
Additionally, there is a small radial velocity offset
for the [O i] λ6300 line present in different epochs (up
to 5 km s−1 , larger than our typical calibration error of
∼ 1 kms−1 ), and between this line and the [Ca ii] λ7291 (up
to 8 kms−1 ) which may indicate either slight displacements
2 The [O i] λ6363 line suffers from an absorption line on its red
wing.
of these rings with respect to each other or more elliptical
rings than the circular ones assumed. This is similar to what
we see for the elliptical binary GG Car (Marchiano et al.
2012; Kraus et al. 2013; see §4.5), which may imply a bi-
nary nature for CPD-52 9243 also (as it has been suggested
already by Cidale et al. 2012).
4.2 CPD-57 2874
The presence of the CO first overtone bandhead in a near-IR
spectrum was first pointed out by McGregor et al. (1988).
Muratore et al. (2012) used high-resolution CRIRES spec-
tra to identify the double-peaked features of CO and a
preliminary fit of these data revealed a rotating ring at
65 kms−1 (line-of-sight velocity). In this work we reprocessed
the original CRIRES data (from 2009-12-02) to derive a
more robust conclusion regarding the kinematics of the CO.
Using the first CO bandhead we find a de-projected rota-
tional velocity of 130 km s−1 (see Fig. 1). Additionally to
CO, Kraus et al. (2015) detected SiO emission, originating
from a 110 kms−1 ring.
In Fig. 2 we present the line profiles for the optical lines
as derived from all available observations between 2008 and
2016. There is no sign of the [O i] λ5577 line. The [Ca ii]
λ7291 displays a deep central depression that demands a
multi-ring model to properly fit its highly asymmetric pro-
file. To account for the peaks we use two partial rings with
similar rotational velocities but integrated over different ve-
locity ranges (green and red dashed lines shown in Fig. 3;
see Table A2 for more details). Then, we use another set
of two (complete) rings that fit the extended wings of the
[Ca ii] line (cyan and magenta dashed lines in Fig. 3). We
interpret these results as three rings where [Ca ii] is forming
(at 108.1, 158.3, and 210.5 kms−1 ) of which the first one is a
ring with inhomogeneities, due to either the absence of the
gas or because the local conditions are not proper to pro-
duce detectable [Ca ii] emission. To model the [O i] λ6300
line we use four (complete) rings (at 44.5, 88.3, 120.3, and
166.3 kms−1 , shown as dashed lines in Fig. 3). If we combine
all these velocities then we see that we get a rather complex
and alternate combination of emitting regions. By starting
closer to the star (i.e. the largest rotational velocities) we get
a [Ca ii] ring at 210.5 kms−1 , a [O i] ring at 166.3 kms−1 ,
and a [Ca ii] ring at 158.3 kms−1 . Due to our typical ring
width of ∼ 11 kms−1 the last two rings actually overlap. Fur-
ther away from the star, we find the CO ring at 130 kms−1 ,
another [O i] ring at 120.3 kms−1 (perhaps with some over-
lap with the CO and SiO rings), the SiO ring at 110 kms−1 ,
an non-homogeneous [Ca ii] ring at 108.1 kms−1 (overlapping
with the SiO ring), and another two [O i] rings at 88.3 and
44.5 kms−1 . It is possible though that the CSE in the case
of CPD-57 2874 may not consist of individual rings, but is
an inhomogeneous disk with alternate regions of molecular
and atomic emission.
Taking into account the stellar mass estimates for CPD-
57 2874 of 15-20 M⊙ by Domiciano de Souza et al. (2011)
we can calculate the distances of these rings from the cen-
tral star (see Table 3). The derived ring radii show us that
the gas emission extends up to ∼ 9 AU, which is consis-
tent with the picture we have from the interferometry, as
Domiciano de Souza et al. (2011) find a broad near-IR emis-
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Figure 1. The near-IR CRIRES spectra of our sample (black lines), showing the first CO bandhead and their corresponding models
(red lines). [See text for more details regarding each source, and Table 2 for observing dates.]
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Figure 2. Profiles of the [O i] λλ5577,6300,6363, the Hα λ6563, and the [Ca ii] λλ7291,7323 lines as derived from all available FEROS
observations for CPD-52 9243 (1999-2016) and CPD-57 2874 (2008-2016). [See text for more details.]
sion region at ∼ 8.5 AU and the bulk of the dust further away
(∼ 11−14 AU).
In general, the lines do not show significant variability
over the observed period of 8 years. There is only a small
intensity increase in the last observation (2016-03-13) for
the [O i] and [Ca ii] lines, but with identical profiles. Like-
wise, the Hα line displays a stronger red peak, while its
blue peak shows some variability, possible due to changes
in the wind. Observations from 1988 at similar resolution
(R ∼ 55000) show that both the Hα and the [O i] λ6300 lines
appear similar to our observations (Zickgraf 2003, cf. fig. 1
and 2). Nevertheless, it is hard to argue if there has been
any change or not during the 1988-2008 period.
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Figure 3. Examples of fits to the line profiles for our sample. Observations are shown as black dots, while the individual ring models
as dashed lines and the reconstructed profile as solid blue lines. From top to bottom, CPD-52 9243: the first two panels show double-
peaked models for the [Ca ii] λ7291 and the [O i] λ6300 lines from 2005-04-21, while the last one the asymmetric [O i] λ6300 line from
2015-10-11, CPD-57 2874: the [Ca ii] and the [O i] lines from 2015-05-13 along with three- and four-ring models, respectively, HD 327083:
the [Ca ii] line (from 2015-10-11 and 2016-04-13), and the [O i] λ6300 line (2015-10-11), respectively, with models of single rings with
inhomogeneities, HD 62623: the [O i] λ5577 (2010-05-03) line modeled with a partially filled ring, as well as the [Ca ii] λ7291 (2015-05-10)
and the [O i] λ6300 (2014-11-29) lines with their corresponding two-ring models with small inhomogeneities. [See text for more details
for each source.]
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Figure 4. Similar to Fig. 2 but for HD 327083 (1999-2016) and HD 62623 (2008-2015, excluding only the [O i] λ5577 line from 2015-10-12
because of the noise).
4.3 HD 327083
CO emission features have been detected in the near-IR
spectra of HD 327083 since the works of Whitelock et al.
(1983) and McGregor et al. (1988). A preliminary deriva-
tion of the projected rotational velocity for the CO ring at
55± 1 km s−1was given by Andruchow et al. (2012), using
the Phoenix/Gemini IR spectrometer in May 2010. From
our CRIRES spectra in June 2010 we obtain a de-projected
rotational velocity of 86 ± 1 km s−1 (Fig. 1). Additionally,
Kraus et al. (2015) detected SiO, originating from a rotating
ring at 78 kms−1 .
Fig. 4 presents the line profiles for the 1999-2016 period,
for which there is no sign of the [O i] λ5577 line. The [Ca ii]
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Figure 5. The V/R variation for both the [Ca ii] λ7291 and
the [O i] λ6300 lines with respect to the phase for the binary
HD 327083. The corresponding pair of spectral features (con-
nected with a dashed line) for each epoch (indicated with an arc)
is also shown.
and [O i] doublets display asymmetrical profiles. To properly
model the strong central depression of the [Ca ii] line, we
have to use two partial rings that have similar velocities
but different integration ranges (see Fig. 3 and Table A3 for
details). We find a range of 70 – 77 km s−1 throughout all
epochs. As the typical ring-width is 10.5 kms−1we conclude
that the [Ca ii] emission line originates actually from a single
ring region (with an averaged value of 75.4 km s−1 ) with
inhomogeneities. Alternate profiles on different dates are a
possible indication of revolving inhomogeneities.
Regarding the [O i] λ6300 line we fit the first epoch
(1999-06-25) with a single partial ring of 75 km s−1 . For
the next epoch (2015-05-11) we find that a two partial-ring
model (with velocities of 58 and 76 km s−1 ) is necessary.
In October 2015 the outermost ring (at 58 kms−1 ) is not
present (probably dissolved or not dense enough). However,
we still need two partial rings of similar velocities (at 70
and 74 kms−1 ) to fit the observed profiles, corresponding to
a single ring with inhomogeneities. Starting with 2016-04-13
we have an asymmetric profile without any good constraint
on its red part (in contrast to its blue part) that makes the
fit quite loose. Nevertheless, we need to use a two partial-
ring model with rotational velocities of 66 and 80 kms−1 .
This is required since a single ring in between those values
(e.g. ∼ 72−74 kms−1 ) does not fit the observed profile. Sim-
ilarly for 2016-07-28 we get two rings at 61 and 78.5 kms−1 .
The innermost rings (at ∼ 78−80 kms−1 ) identified in these
two epochs of 2016 are consistent with previous ones. The
outermost rings (at 66-61 kms−1 ) though are more interest-
ing. Alike the ring at 58 kms−1 observed in 2015-05-11, these
rings may indicate material that left the single ring we see
in October 2015 and dissolve further away with time (from
66 to 61 kms−1 ). This would correspond to an extremely
fast process, for which we do not have much evidence (such
a ring exists only for GG Car). An alternative scenario is
that of a relatively tenuous outer ring, which is fragmented
to such a degree that only some parts become observable in
certain epochs.
Hence, we opt to use two rings for the emitting region
of the [O i], one with inhomogeneities (similar to [Ca ii]) at
an averaged rotational velocity of 74.1 kms−1 and a tenta-
tive fragmented one at 61.7 kms−1 . The velocities found for
the [Ca ii] and [O i] forming regions are similar to the SiO
ring, which imply a common location for these gases. CO
forms (at slightly higher rotational velocity) another ring
further closer to the star, although it is possible that due to
the typical ring-width of 10.5 kms−1 it might not be totally
separated from the other ring.
A number of stellar mass estimates have been de-
rived in the literature, ranging from 60 M⊙ (using non-LTE
wind modeling of the Balmer lines; Machado & de Arau´jo
2003) to 20 M⊙ (detection of absorption lines from neutral
metals and radial velocity variations; Miroshnichenko et al.
2003) and 25 M⊙ (using interferometry; Wheelwright et al.
2012b). The CO ring, which is found closer to the star, is lo-
cated at a distance of 7.2, 2.4, or 3.0 AU, considering the dif-
ferent masses respectively. In all cases, these radii are larger
than the binary separation (at ∼ 1.7 AU, Wheelwright et al.
2012a) that makes the whole structure circumbinary. We use
the latest mass estimate, derived from the interferometric re-
sults, to calculate the ring radii in Table 3. Given this mass,
the rings (up to ∼ 4 AU) are located closer to the source
than the dusty disk revealed by Wheelwright et al. (2012a)
at 5.1 AU. We do not detect any other emitting region closer
to the source than the CO, although Wheelwright et al.
(2012a) observed a more compact region of Brγ emission
(possible originating from either of the stars in the binary).
In Fig. 5 we present the ratio of the blue to red peak
(V/R) at each epoch. The V/R of the [O i] and the [Ca ii]
lines vary in phase, with V/R > 1 for phases < 0.5 and V/R < 1
for phases > 0.5 (assuming an orbital period of ∼ 107 days;
Cidale et al., in preparation). However, for the latter case
only observations from October 2015 fall into this phase do-
main. Given the circumbinary nature of the structure around
HD 327083 and the possibility that these rings are not nec-
essarily circular or homogeneous, these asymmetries may
be due to the excitation/heating of the gas (hence stronger
emission) at phases when the hotter component is closer to
one or the other ride of the rotating rings.
The Hα line displays also profile changes, especially
in October 2015 observations when the blue peak almost
disappears. Except for these, Hα displays smaller intensity
changes. Even though we do not detect any sign of the [O i]
λ5577 line, we do notice the presence of some absorption fea-
tures (attributed to the cooler companion) that display ra-
dial velocity variations. At least partly, this variability could
be due to the orbital modulations imposed by the binary in-
side the circumbinary structure.
4.4 HD 62623
HD 62623 is the only A[e] supergiant known in our Galaxy
(A2.7Ib; Chentsov et al. 2010). Even though it is the bright-
est source in our sample (V = 3.93 mag) and has been a target
of many studies (see the historic overview in Chentsov et al.
2010), CO emission features in the near-IR have remained
rather elusive. HD 62623 is the only object for which we
have an additional, though slightly lower resolution, near-
MNRAS 000, 1–24 (2015)
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Figure 6. The GNIRS spectrum of HD 62623 (black line), showing the first and the second CO bandheads, and its corresponding model
(red line).
IR spectrum (from GEMINI/GNIRS; Fig. 6). Despite the
time difference of 29 months between the individual ob-
servations, we obtained from both spectra the same rota-
tional velocity of 53 km s−1 , indicating that the molecu-
lar ring is stable. In addition, since the GNIRS spectrum
covers also the second band head, we could determine the
temperature (TCO = 1800 ± 100K) and the column density
(NCO = (2.5±0.5)×1020 cm−2) of the CO forming region. With
the derived velocity, the CO ring resides slightly closer to the
star than the SiO ring, for which a velocity of 48 kms−1was
found (Kraus et al. 2015).
Optical observations cover a period of 7 years (2008-
2015) and they are shown in Fig. 4. In the case of HD 62623
a rather weak signal from [O i] λ5577 is apparent, displaying
always a blue peak. We can model this profile as a single
partial ring, which is less than half filled (see Table A4),
and with a rotational velocity of 57.1±6.3 kms−1 . Due to
the large error and the weakness of the (purely blue-shifted)
line we would consider the identification of this emission
feature as [O i] and hence this ring as rather tentative.
Regarding the [Ca ii] and [O i] doublets, we can fit both
with a two ring model at ∼ 40.7 kms−1 and ∼ 61.3 kms−1 (see
Fig. 3). That means that the two atomic gases coexist in
two clearly separated forming regions (as the typical ring-
width for HD 62623 is ∼ 9 kms−1 ). It is interesting to note
though observations up to 2013 can be fit with complete
rings, while after 2014 we need to insert some inhomogeneity
to properly model their slightly asymmetrical profiles. This
could be interpreted as the development of inhomogeneities
within both rings, however, its simultaneous appearance in
both rings may indicate a change in the geometry along
the line-of-sight. In between the rings of atomic gas we find
the molecular rings (CO and SiO). In the innermost rings
we have a common forming region of [Ca ii] and [O i] λ6300
lines (at ∼ 61.3 kms−1 ) and the presence of the (tentative)
[O i] λ5577 line (at 57.1 kms−1 ).
According to the interferometric results by
Millour et al. (2011), the equatorial CSE consists of a
hot ionized disk close to the star (up to 1.3 AU) and a
dusty disk further outside (at 4 AU). Using the mass range
of 9-10.5 M⊙ (Aret et al. 2016), we can estimate the ring
radii (see Table 3) within the range 2.3-5.0 AU, fairly close
to the location of the dusty ring. Although not directly
detected, a binary scenario has been used to explain the
CSE of HD 62623 (Millour et al. 2011). In this case, the
maximum possible binary separation (1.2-1.7 AU) is smaller
than the smallest ring-radius estimate (at 2.3 AU), which
makes this structure circumbinary (similar to HD 327083).
In general, there are only minor intensity variations in
the peaks of [Ca ii] lines, with the [O i] lines being more
stable. The most striking change is in the blue peak of Hα,
which is characterized by a sharp increase from 2008 to 2010.
From then on, the ratio between the blue and red peak re-
mains almost stable, with a small increase in 2014 and re-
turning back to the previous state in 2015. Given the relative
stability of the other lines this variation in Hα may be the
result of changes in the wind of the star, which do not affect
the circumstellar rings.
4.5 GG Car
The IR spectrum of GG Car has been described extensively
in previous works (e.g. McGregor et al. 1988; Morris et al.
1996). However, the kinematical properties of the CO emis-
sion features were investigated by Kraus et al. (2013), who
identified a detached rotating ring at 91.5 kms−1 (see in Fig.
1 this model on top the CRIRES spectrum).
All observations (1999-2015) of GG Car are presented
in Fig. 7. There is no sign of the [O i] λ5577 line, contrary to
the doublets of [Ca ii] and [O i]. We model the [Ca ii] λ7291
line with a single ring at 95.8 kms−1 , which implies a stable
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Figure 7. Similar to Fig. 2 but for GG Car (1999-2015) and MWC 137 (2015-2016).
forming region throughout all epochs (see Fig. 8) although
the profile asymmetries point to inhomogeneous rings. The
[O i] λ6300 line can be modeled with two complete rings
throughout all epochs, with velocities ranging from 91.5-77
to 35.5-28 kms−1 . However, for the 2008-12-22 line profile
we need to add another (third) ring at 51 kms−1 located in
between the other two. This might imply some movement of
gas from a region of high rotational velocity to a low one as
it dissolves, although we note that we do not find this (or
any similar) ring later on (even though the next observation
is only half a year later, on 2009-06-09; see Table A5). More-
over, it is interesting to point out that after 2009 the velocity
found for the innermost ring decreases from ∼ 91 kms−1 to
∼ 80 kms−1 , and we can only speculate that this may be
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Figure 8. Similar to Fig. 3. From top to bottom, GG Car: the models of a single partial ring and two complete rings for the [Ca ii]
λ7291 (2008-12-22) and the [O i] λ6300 (2000-02-23) lines, respectively, MWC 137: the four-ring model for the [O i] λ6300 (2016-02-28)
line, HD 87643: the complete ring and the four partial-ring models for the [Ca ii] λ7291 and the [O i] λ6300 lines (from 2015-10-13), Hen
3-298: the [Ca ii] λ7291 (2015-05-10), the [O i] λ6300 (2016-01-11), and the [O i] λ5577 (2016-01-11) lines with their corresponding models
of single complete rings.
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Figure 9. Similar to Fig. 2 but for HD 87643 (1999-2016) and Hen 3-298 (2005-2016, excluding the [O i] λ5577 line from 2015-05-11 and
2015-11-26 because of the noise).
associated with the formation of the third ring observed in
2008. In contrast, the outermost one has remained stable.
Therefore, we opt to describe the forming regions for [O i]
with two rings at averaged velocities of 84.3 and 29.9 kms−1 .
Given our typical ring-width of 9 kms−1 , we suggest the
existence of two distinct rings around GG Car, one close to
the star where the atomic gas coexists with CO, and another
one further outside where only [O i] emission is excited. Us-
ing the stellar mass estimate of 38 M⊙ (Kraus et al. 2013)
we find ring radii of 3.7-4.7 AU and 37.7 AU. GG Car is
an eccentric binary system (with a maximum separation of
0.83 AU) and the CO emission originates from a circumbi-
nary ring (Kraus et al. 2013; Marchiano et al. 2012). Since
the atomic gas of the innermost ring follows the CO behav-
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Figure 11. The time evolution of the radial velocity offset of the
[Ca ii] λ7291 line to the [O i] λ6300 line, for the case of GG Car.
ior we conclude that the whole structure is circumbinary.
This is in contrast to the findings of Marchiano et al. (2012)
who used a spectral energy distribution fitting to calculate
a gaseous envelope located at ∼ 0.5 AU, lying in between the
two components of the binary.
With respect to the intensity variability of the lines,
the [O i] line displays the weakest lines in 1999 and 2008,
and the strongest ones in November 2015. The [Ca ii] line
though does not show significant intensity variation, its V/R
varies considerably with respect to the [O i] line (Fig. 10).
Furthermore, we find that the [Ca ii] line displays an offset
with respect to values measured for the [O i] line ranging
from -4 to +17 km s−1 (on top of the systemic velocity of
-22 kms−1 ). In Fig. 11 we show the evolution of this offset
with time, which may be indicative of displacements of these
rings/lines with respect to each other.
We note also the strong variation in the Hα line. There
are significant changes in the intensity of its red peak with
a V/R range of ∼ 0.2−0.45 (in 2015 and 2008, respectively).
There is also an evolution of the central absorption feature
from ∼−111 kms−1 (1999) to ∼−135 kms−1 (2015-Nov) which
may indicate an increase in the expansion of the ionized
material, as the Hα line includes much broader regions (e.g.
polar wind) than the equatorial disk/rings that give rise to
the other observed lines.
4.6 MWC 137
MWC 137 is embedded into a rich CSE (Kraus et al. 2017).
Although its nature has been debated, observations favor
a post-main sequence scenario (Mehner et al. 2016), espe-
cially with the detection of both 12CO and 13CO emission
features (Oksala et al. 2013; Muratore et al. 2015). In Fig. 1
we present the, rather noisy, CRIRES spectrum of MWC 137
with a model for the CO originating from a rotating ring at
84 kms−1 (Muratore et al. 2015). Due to the unknown incli-
nation angle, this velocity (as well as the ones derived from
the forbidden optical lines) corresponds to the line-of-sight
velocities, i.e. they are lower limits of the real rotational
velocities.
Fig. 7 shows the optical line profiles from two observa-
tions in 2015 and 2016. We do not see any sign of the [O i]
λ5577 line, but most striking is the absence of the [Ca ii]
doublet. We get a strong signal from the [O i] doublet, with
a clear symmetrical profile that requires a four-ring model
(at 20.3, 31.0, 46.8, and 68.0 kms−1 ; see Fig. 8 and Table
A6). Considering the typical ring-width of 7 kms−1 these four
rings form distinct regions. As these velocities are smaller
than that of the CO ring, their corresponding rings are lo-
cated further away from the CO ring (with no other emitting
region closer to the star). Using a stellar mass estimate of 10-
15 M⊙ (Mehner et al. 2016) we can calculate the ring radii
for the CO and the four [OI] rings (see Table 3).
Due to the very short time difference between the two
observations (only a few months) there is hardly any dif-
ference in the lines. Zickgraf (2003) was able to resolve the
[O i] λ6300 line in 1988 (cf. his fig. 2) and, although we can-
not really be certain about its wings, the peak separation
he found is ∼ 30 kms−1 comparable to our observations. Re-
garding Hα, there are additional spectra from 1986/1988
(Zickgraf 2003) and from 2011/2013 (Kraus et al. 2017) that
do not show significant changes. It is interesting to note
that Mehner et al. (2016) discovered a jet (better traced in
[N ii]λ6583). They argue that the central position of MWC
137 in the nebula and the jet suggests that it is the origin of
both, which is not confirmed by a more detailed analysis of
the kinematics of the nebula around MWC 137 (Kraus et al.
2017). In any case, the presence of such a jet is quite puz-
zling, and if it is actually connected with MWC 137 then it
might (most likely) originate from an accretion disk around
a compact object, i.e. a hint for a possible binary system like
CI Cam (Clark 2006).
4.7 HD 87643
HD 87643 is another source embedded in a reflection nebula
(e.g. Crampton 1971; van den Bergh 1972; Surdej & Swings
1983). It has been studied extensively (e.g. Oudmaijer et al.
1998; Zickgraf 2003; Millour et al. 2009), but CO emis-
sion features have been elusive. In the near-IR survey by
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McGregor et al. (1988) no clear identification of CO was
made (for observations obtained in Jan 1985). In the cur-
rent work we report for the first time the unequivocal de-
tection of CO band emission, modeled with a rotating ring
at 11± 1 km s−1 (Fig. 1), corresponding to the line-of-sight
velocity due to the unknown inclination angle.
In Fig. 9 we plot the profiles from all observations in the
1999-2015 period. We have excluded the 2015-05-12 spec-
trum because the exposure has been either compromised or
of too low SNR to be useful. There is no emission from [O i]
λ5577 line and the small visible peaks are the residuals of the
sky emission line at λ5577.3 due to the imperfect sky sub-
traction process. We clearly detect though the [Ca ii] and
the [O i] doublets. To fit the observed profiles of the [Ca ii]
λ7291 line we use a single complete ring (see Fig. 8). It is
interesting to point out that we see a decrease of the [Ca ii]
rotational velocity with time from ∼ 12 to ∼ 10 km s−1 in
1999/2000 and 2015/2016, respectively, which is also obvi-
ous from the change in profile widths. This could indicate a
movement of gas away from the central source. Nevertheless,
we opt to describe the forming region of [Ca ii] with a single
ring of an averaged rotational velocity of 10.6 kms−1 . The
[Ca ii] velocities are similar to the CO one, which implies
that the two gases coexist.
Regarding the [O i] λ6300 line (the intensity changes
are discussed further below) the observed profiles can be fit
with a model of four half-filled rings. The first two (closer
to the star) seem to be stable structures as their corre-
sponding velocities do not change much with time (within
the ∼ 86 − 91 km s−1 and ∼ 54 − 33 km s−1 range; see Table
A7). However, the other two display some differences: (i)
from ∼ 24 to ∼ 33 kms−1 for the 1999/2000 and 2015/2016
epochs, (ii) from < 3 km s−1 in 1999 to ∼ 9 − 10 km s−1 in
2000/2015/2016. Within the proposed scenario of Keplerian
rotation, these changes would be interpreted as formation of
new emitting [O i] regions (further away from the star), pos-
sible after the dissolution of the previous rings. We opt again
to describe the HD 87643’s disk structure with four rings at
(averaged) velocities of 9.7, 28.1, 61.0, and 89.1 kms−1 . Of
these only one (at 9.7 kms−1 ) coincides with the [Ca ii] and
the CO gases, while the other three form closer to the star.
Considering our typical ring-width is ∼ 11 kms−1we conclude
that the derived rings for the [O i] form distinct regions. The
need of partially-filled rings shows also a strong asymmetry
on the equatorial distribution between the [O i] regions and
the complete [Ca ii] /CO rings.
Currently the stellar mass of HD 87643 is not well con-
strained. Oudmaijer et al. (1998) have used a mass of 25 M⊙
for calculations regarding its stellar wind. Using this esti-
mate, our closest (to the star) [O i] ring and the CO ring
would have a radius of ∼ 3 AU and ∼ 200 AU, respectively.
Millour et al. (2009) have resolved HD 87643 to identify a
binary system that consists of a primary giant/supergiant
hot star with a dusty circumprimary disk and a compan-
ion which is much fainter and embedded in its own dusty
envelope (with a separation of 51 AU, at 1.5 kpc), as well
as a cooler circumbinary envelope. They find the dusty cir-
cumprimary disk at ∼ 6 AU and they estimate a radius of
∼ 2.5− 3.0 AU for the inner gaseous disk. This is fairly con-
sistent with the location of our first [O i] ring, but not with
the rest of the structure, as they are found in between the
binary and/or further away (coexisting with much cooler
dust). Even if we assume that the stellar mass estimate is
wrong and we use the smallest mass definition for massive
stars (8 M⊙) the CO ring is found at ∼ 59 AU, still an or-
der of magnitude difference and circumbinary. In any case, if
the position of the CO ring was really somewhere in between
these locations it would have been easily resolved with in-
terferometry. The fact that this is not what we observe may
actually provide a constraint regarding the inclination anle.
Assuming that CO originates from the inner rim of the dusty
circumprimary disk as found from interferometry (3 AU at
1.5 kpc), the mass estimate of 25 M⊙, and the line-of-sight
rotational velocity for CO at 11 kms−1 , we estimate an incli-
nation angle of 7.4◦, which corresponds to a pole-on system.
Then, our results are compatible with interferometry as all
the [O i] rings are found within the gaseous disk (< 3 AU).
In Table 3 we present the ring radii derived using both the
line-of-sight velocities and the de-projected ones using this
inclination angle3 The proposed approach has admittedly
some issues to explain for example how such a nearly pole-
on system displays high level of polarization and possibly the
photometric variability. Nevertheless, it is a valid attempt to
construct a common picture derived from both near-IR and
optical data. Certainly, higher spectral and angular resolu-
tion observations could help to better resolve the CSE.
There is a striking change in the intensity of the [O i]
doublet and the Hα line between the first epoch (1999-04-
18) and others. This is a quite dramatic change especially
for the [O i] lines when comparing with the second epoch
(2000-02-23) which is only 10 months later. This line has
been observed in 1988 by Zickgraf (2003), who shows a pro-
file similar to our observations after 1999 but with a less
extended blue wing (cf. his fig. 2). The Hα line exhibits sig-
nificant changes too. The V/R is increasing steadily since
1999, from ∼ 0.4 to ∼ 0.8 in 2016. There are radial velocity
changes in the blue peak and the absorption component, but
without any significant changes for the red peak. When com-
paring with the observations by Zickgraf (2003) in 1986 and
1988 (cf. his fig. 1) we see that there are small differences
between the two epochs. More importantly though, the V/R
ratio remains low, similar perhaps to our 1999/2000 obser-
vations. Unfortunately there are no data for the 1988-1999
period to show us if this ratio has been systematically con-
stant or not over this period, hiding any possible periodicity.
4.8 Hen 3-298
CO emission features have been reported previously
by a number of works (Miroshnichenko et al. 2005;
Muratore et al. 2012; Oksala et al. 2013). From our
CRIRES data (2009-12-02) we model the CO emission
from a rotating ring at 19 ± 1 km s−1 (Fig. 1). This
value is in agreement with the 17.8 ± 0.4 km s−1 found by
Miroshnichenko et al. (2005), by fitting the second CO
bandhead (from observations in Dec 2002 and May 2004).
3 Considering the GAIA results to solve the distance uncertainty
does not help to put more constraints in HD 87643’s nature. The
measured parallax of 6.92± 0.27 mas (from DR1) and 0.01± 0.12
mas (from DR2) corresponds approximately to ∼ 0.14 kpc and
∼ 100 kpc, respectively. These values are obviously inconsistent,
while even the DR2 value alone is highly unreliable.
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We note that for Hen 3-298 also the derived rotational ve-
locities are lower limits, corresponding to the line-of-sight
velocities.
In Fig. 9 we show the line profiles from observations
from 2005 to 2016. We detect all the optical forbidden emis-
sion with clear double-peaked profiles. Miroshnichenko et al.
(2005) detected the [Ca ii] and [O i] doublets (without any
reference on the [O i] λ5577 line) as single-peaked, mainly
because of the lower resolution (R ∼ 15000) of their obser-
vations. We fit each of the lines using a single and com-
plete emitting ring, with rotating velocities of 23.2, 21.5,
and 18.7 km s−1 for the [O i] λ5577, the [Ca ii] λ7291, and
the [O i] λ6300 lines, respectively (see Fig. 8 and Table A8).
From these velocities we find the [O i] λ5577 closer to the
star, the [Ca ii] ring further out, and the outermost [O i]
(doublet) ring further away, coexisting with the CO emis-
sion region. Given the typical ring-width of 8 kms−1 for Hen
3-298, it is probable that these regions overlap. To calcu-
late the ring radii we estimate a stellar mass of 20 M⊙, by
using the evolutionary track that best fits its position in
the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram (see fig. 12 in Oksala et al.
2013).
Over an 11-year period Hen 3-298 displays remarkable
stability, with only minor changes in the profiles of the [O i]
and [Ca ii] doublets. The observed Hα line profiles are simi-
lar to the profile presented by Miroshnichenko et al. (2005).
From their observations in 2002 (cf. their fig. 1d) Hα shows
a P-Cygni profile with a strong red peak (∼ 55 kms−1 ) and
a central absorption at ∼ −120 kms−1 , similar to our data.
Thus, we can conclude that Hα has remained stable over
the 2002-2016 period. However, we cannot claim any dif-
ferences for the metal lines between the 2002 observations
by Miroshnichenko et al. (2005) and our first dataset (2005)
because of the lower resolution of the former work.
5 DISCUSSION
5.1 A common picture?
Our main motivation for this work is to discuss the CSE
properties of B[e]SGs with a consistent and homogeneous
approach (both during the observations and the analysis)
in an attempt to investigate whether there is a common
description. To better illustrate our results (from Table 3)
we have created a cartoon presentation of the disk structures
in Fig. 12. We present a section along the disk of each object
and on top of this we show the individual ring structures
identified.
Regarding our disk tracers, the [O i] λ5577 line is found
only in two objects, in the binary HD 62623 and in Hen 3-
298. Its position is always located in a single region and
very close to the star as expected (Kraus et al. 2007, 2010;
Aret et al. 2012). Its presence in a confirmed binary system
and a (currently considered) single one does not provide
any further constraints regarding its appearance. On the
other hand, the [Ca ii] λλ7291,7323 and the [O i] λλ6300,6363
doublets are detected in all objects, with the exception of
MWC 137 in which no [Ca ii] is detected. In many cases
we find that the two doublets are formed in the same or
near-by regions, and sometimes coexist with the molecular
gases (CO and SiO). Our results show that the circumstellar
disks around B[e]SGs are far different from the classic pic-
ture of homogeneous outflowing structures (Zickgraf et al.
1985). Given the Keplerian rotation of the gas we find that
these disks are a composition of atomic and molecular gases
that form local enhancements with the appropriate condi-
tions to give rise to the corresponding lines, a result that
seems to be common among sources in the Galaxy and the
Magellanic Clouds (Aret et al. 2012; Kraus et al. 2016, 2017;
Torres et al. 2018). In all stars, we find distinct, but not nec-
essarily homogeneous, rings, except for CPD-57 2874 where
we see a continuous set of rings that points perhaps to an
inhomogeneous disk. A visual inspection of our results, as
illustrated in Fig. 12, does not provide a common picture
regarding the distribution of the atomic and molecular rings
in the CSE. It seems that each source, regardless if it is a
binary system with an orbital period of a few tens of days
(GG Car, HD 327083) or much longer (HD 87643), a single
star (Hen 3-298), or embedded in a nebula (MWC 137, HD
87643), displays a unique combination.
It is appropriate though to include also information
about the position of the dust as derived from the intefer-
ometric studies. Dust is found to coexist with the rings of
atomic ([O i] λ6300 and [Ca ii] λ7291 lines) and molecular
gas (CO and SiO). In particular we have:
• In CPD-52 9243 dust is found at ∼ 15 AU (Cidale et al.
2012) in between the molecular (CO and SiO) and atomic
([O i] and [Ca ii]) rings at 12 and 17 AU, respectively.
• In HD 327083 the dust’s position at ∼ 5 AU
(Wheelwright et al. 2012b) is very close to the position of
the CO ring at 3 AU and the [O i] , [Ca ii] , and SiO ring at
∼ 4 AU.
• In HD 62623 the dusty disk is located at ∼ 4 AU
(Millour et al. 2011) where we find the SiO ring, in between
the CO ring at ∼ 3 AU and the [O i] and [Ca ii] ring at ∼ 5 AU.
• In CPD-57 2874 dust is located approximately at 11-
14 AU (Domiciano de Souza et al. 2011) from mid-IR ob-
servations, but they state that they are not able to resolve
the near-IR emission (located at ∼ 8 AU), which is a combi-
nation of ionized material and includes the tail of the dust
identified in the mid-IR. Our structure extends up to ∼ 8 AU,
so possible we do have some presence of dust coexisting with
parts of the inhomogeneous disk, which consists of alternate
regions of atomic and molecular gas.
• In order to better correlate our results with interferom-
etry for HD 87643, we have used the position of the CO ring
to match the inner rim of the dusty ring (3 AU) to derive
the possible inclination angle for this system. Nevertheless,
we do find in the same region CO and atomic gas, with dust.
• For GG Car an estimate of a dusty envelope is made
through SED fitting (Marchiano et al. 2012) starting at ap-
proximately 34 AU. This location coincides with the position
of a [O i] (at ∼ 35 AU), but is further apart than the other
ring which combines CO, [O i] , and [Ca ii] (at ∼ 4 AU).
• There are no interferometric observations for MWC 137
and Hen 3-298, so no solid conclusions regarding the position
of the dust with respect to the identified rings can be made
for these objects.
In total, we see that in all objects for which we do have a
resolved CSE, excluding MWC 137, Hen 3-298, and possible
GG Car, we see that the presence of the dust correlates
directly with the presence of atomic and molecular gas. Due
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Figure 12. A cartoon illustration of the disk-structures as derived from our analysis. We represent the [O i] λ5577 line as *[OI]*, the
[O i] λλ6300, 6363 doublet as [OI], and the [Ca ii] λλ7291, 7323 as [CaII]. The arrows above the rings symbolize the typical ring-widths
and are given in kms−1 . For more details on the data used and references see Table 3. Note that the relative structures and sizes are not
in scale.
to the different conditions of temperature and density for
the emission forming regions, it is possible that we see the
contribution of different layers in a disk displaying different
optical depths for the stellar radiation4.
As the B[e] phenomenon occurs in different evolution
stages (Lamers et al. 1998), including pre-main sequence
stars that are known to have gaps in their circumstellar disks
(e.g. Menu et al. 2015), it would be tempting to claim that
the observed differences may be due to the different nature
of the objects. However, our sample consists of stars with
strong evidence in favor of their supergiant nature. An ex-
ception might be HD 87643 which is still considered a pre-
main sequence source, although it does not fully comply with
this group (see e.g. Carmona et al. 2011 regarding the lack
of H2 emission lines). Nevertheless, the uniqueness of each
CSE shows how the formation mechanisms work in each sys-
tem. For example, in binary systems the circumbinary ring
formation is connected with the phases of interaction. The
length and violence of these phases critically depends on the
closeness of the components, their stellar parameters, the ec-
centricity of the system, etc., resulting in unique sets of rings.
In single stars, the situation is more tricky as the degeneracy
of their evolutionary state (pre- vs post-RSGs) means that
4 The coexistence of the atomic gases is not unphysical since the
corresponding excitation energies are similar. In particular, for
the [O i] λ5577 line, the [O i] λλ6300,6363 doublet, and the [Ca ii]
λλ7291,7323 doublet these are 2.23, 1.97, and 1.70 eV, respec-
tively (data derived from the NIST Atomic Spectra Database
Levels Form, at https://physics.nist.gov/PhysRefData/ASD/
levels_form.html, accessed on February, 7, 2018)
they have experienced different mass-loss episodes. In addi-
tion, physical processes like rotation and pulsations may be
involved, but to investigate these in more detail is beyond
the scope of the current paper.
5.2 On the CSE formation
Binary interaction is considered as one major chan-
nel to form these structures (e.g. Miroshnichenko 2007;
Millour et al. 2011; Wheelwright et al. 2012b). Half of our
sample is actually confirmed binaries: HD 327083, HD 62623,
GG Car, and HD 87643 (excluding CPD-52 9243 which has
only been suggested to be a binary; Cidale et al. 2012), but
this fraction does not correspond to their total population
(∼ 20%, see Kraus 2017). For both HD 327083 and GG Car
we do not find any other emission forming region closer to
the star than the CO ring, while the opposite is true for
HD 62623 and HD 87643. This follows our previous result
on the uniqueness of the CSE around each B[e]SG. In the
cases of HD 327083, HD 62623, and GG Car, the innermost
ring is always larger than the binary separation. The fact
that the rings around these binary B[e]SGs are found to be
circumbinary can fit well in the binary interaction scenario.
Nonetheless, in HD 87643 we actually find a circumprimary
structure.
In the absence of any confirmation for binarity in the
rest of our sample, we should consider a different mecha-
nism that forms these structures in single stars. It is possi-
ble that they are the results of mass loss triggered by pul-
sations and/or other instabilities. B[e]SGs may be the suc-
cessors of Yellow Hypergiants, after passing the Yellow Void
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(Davies et al. 2007; Aret et al. 2017). Since the mass-loss in
these hypergiants is believed to originate from pulsations
(de Jager 1998) it is possible that the CSE in these two
phases are the result of a common/similar pulsation mecha-
nism. Indications for such stellar pulsations have been found
for the LHA 120-S 73 (Kraus et al. 2016) and LHA 120-S 35
(Torres et al. 2018). Alternative scenarios include either the
presence of objects that can clear their paths and stabilize
these ring structures similar to shepherd moons (Kraus et al.
2016).
Most observational evidence favor a Keplerian rotation
for the disks (e.g. Marchiano et al. 2012; Kraus et al. 2015).
Nevertheless, it is possible that these multi-ring structures
that we see may be due to a different distribution of the
CSE. In an hourglass-like or in a spiral-arm structure these
rings could correspond to density enhancements as the pro-
jection along the line-of-sight. Such a formation could re-
sult from wind-wind interactions. For example, Chita et al.
(2008) simulate the interaction of an asymmetric wind of
a post-RSG B[e]SG which interacts with the material shed
spherically during its RSG phase. To date it is not known
whether B[e]SGs are post- or pre-RSG objects. An indica-
tion of their age can be obtained from the ratio 12CO/13CO
(which decreases as the star evolves; Kraus 2009), but yet
this method is applicable only to objects with detected CO
emission and with known rotation speed.
5.3 On the variability
We have described the observed spectral variability for each
source individually in Section 4, so in this section we discuss
all sources globally.
Among all sources, the line profiles of Hen 3-298 and
CPD-57 2874 remain almost constant throughout all epochs,
spanning 11 years (2005-2016) and 8 years (2008-2016), re-
spectively. The [O i] and [Ca ii] lines of the binary HD 62623
are stable, in contrast to the variable Hα line (over the 2008-
2015 period). CPD-52 9243 and the binary HD 87643 display
more evident variability in their line intensities (with these
changes being much stronger in the second source), over a
similar time period (1999-2016). The binaries GG Car and
HD 327083 exhibit the most drastic changes regarding both
their line intensities and their profiles (over the 1999-2016
period). Assuming that the observed variability could be at-
tributed at least partly to the binary interaction, then we
could argue that binaries display a more variable CSE (for
GG Car, HD 327083, HD 87643, and HD 62623 - albeit only
in Hα). Interestingly, CPD-52 9243 exhibits some variability
and following that trend we could suggest potential bina-
rity, further supporting previous indications (Cidale et al.
2012). We cannot comment on the variability of MWC 137
for which we have obtained only two datasets very close in
time (∼ 3 months) and there is hardly any difference.
To further explore the correlation of binaries with vari-
ability we examine the light curves obtained from the ASAS
survey5, since it is more suitable for the relatively bright
sources of our sample (which saturate in OGLE). In Fig. 13
we show theV -band photometry covering approximately the
November 2000 to November 2009 period (9 years). We used
5 http://www.astrouw.edu.pl/asas/ (Pojmanski 1997).
the most reliable measurements (flagged with a quality grade
of A or B) for which we calculated an average magnitude
from all five apertures accompanied by an error estimated
as the square root of all errors. Along with the photometric
points we also show the dates of our optical spectroscopic
observations (vertical lines). Unfortunately, the overlap be-
tween the photometric and the spectroscopic observations is
scarce, so we cannot derive any conclusion with respect to
this correlation. From Fig. 13 the variability of the confirmed
binaries HD 327083 and HD 87643 is prominent, while for
GG Car and HD 62623 is much less evident (the latter one
displays also a brightening event after the start of the ob-
servations at V ∼ 5.5 mag to V ∼ 4.5 mag, but care should be
taken in total since it may well be saturated even for ASAS).
For the rest, the variability may be stochastic or not. To
further investigate this we obtained the Lomb–Scargle pe-
riodograms (Lomb 1976; Scargle 1982) for the entire light
curves as well as for a number of individual datasets (e.g.
one or more consequent years) of continuous coverage. The
last step was performed in order to exclude periods that do
not persist throughout the data and may arise from data
sampling of the full light curves. Then we identify all po-
tential periods above the 99 per cent confidence level, which
was estimated by simulating light curves based on the noise
characteristics of the data and repeating the analysis for each
simulated light curve. The results are presented in Table 4.
We can identify the previously derived periods for GG
Car and HD 62623, as well as the period of ∼ 107 d for
HD 327083 which is also found by Cidale et al. (in prepara-
tion). We note here the identification of some periods for HD
87643, although its orbital period is considered to be of sev-
eral decades (Millour et al. 2009), well beyond the baseline
of this dataset. Similar with the spectral variability we see
that all the four confirmed binaries do display numerous pe-
riods. CPD-52 9243’s behavior is again similar to the other
binaries. For the least variable objects CPD-57 2874 and
MWC 137 we have identified only one (and rather weak) pe-
riod. For Hen 3-298 we cannot detect any significant period
(even at the 90% confidence level). We point though that the
current, not exhausting, analysis of these light curves does
solve for the nature of these periods, as some may not be
related to the binaries but to other causes (e.g. disk activity,
stellar pulsations).
6 CONCLUSION
With this work we present our results obtained from high-
resolution optical (FEROS) and IR (CRIRES) spectroscopy
for 8 Galactic B[e]SGs with CO emission. Our goal is to
understand the structure of the disks around the B[e]SGs.
Assuming that CO emission originates from a Keplerian-
rotating disk and that the atomic gas of the circmustellar
environment follows this distribution, we modeled the [O i]
λ5577, λ6300, and [Ca ii] 7291 lines as emission from rotat-
ing rings. Their derived kinematics correspond to certain dis-
tances that allow us to probe the structure of their disks. We
find that all B[e]SGs of our sample are surrounded by multi-
ple ring-like structures. The distribution of these gas rings is
unique for each object, without any particular preference or
dependance on binarity. This interpretation is based on the
Keplerian rotation of the disk but alternative scenarios, e.g.
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Figure 13. The ASAS V -band light curves for our objects, covering approximately the period November 2000 to 2009 (dots). We also
indicate the dates of our optical spectroscopic observations as vertical lines. (See text for a discussion on the variability and the derived
periods for each source.)
an hourglass or spiral-arm distribution, can result in local
enhancements similar to the observed structures.
Multiple epochs of spectroscopic observations help us
to investigate the variability and the stability of these struc-
tures over time. We have identified the trend that binaries
display the largest intensity and profile variability of their
optical lines. This is further supported by a preliminary anal-
ysis of ASAS optical light curves, from which we have de-
tected a number of periods for binaries. However, to date
there is no consensus on whether binarity causes the forma-
tion of the ring structures, in particular since not all stud-
ied objects have a companion. Alternative scenarios such
as (quasi-)periodic mass ejections triggered by pulsations or
other instabilities are worth being studied in more detail.
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APPENDIX A: DETAILS ON THE
INDIVIDUAL FITS
In this Appendix we give the detailed information for each
object regarding our fits for each line per epoch. For each fit
we provide the corresponding velocities, i.e. the rotational
velocity (vrot) and the Gaussian component (vg), as well as
the range of integrating angles and possible rotational ve-
locities.
During the fit process we integrate the line flux over
a range of angles which are arbitrary selected. A starting
angle of 0◦ is set at the right (red) part of the circle along
the line-of-sight, and then the integration continues by going
behind the star, coming in front of it from the left (blue)
part to reach the initial position again (corresponding to a
complete ring - in case of partial rings we adjust these angles
accordingly). This introduces a direction of the ring rotation
which is arbitrary. To overcome this we convert these angles
to a range of possible velocities. For complete rings the range
is given as [−vrot,+vrot], while for partial rings it is defined
as [|cos(anglemin)× vrot |, |cos(anglemax)× vrot |].
This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by
the author.
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Table A1. Fitting the kinematics of CPD-52 9243.
Date (UT) [CaII] λ7291 [OI] λ6300
vrot vg ring range vrot vg ring range
(kms−1 ) (kms−1 ) (kms−1 ) (kms−1 ) (kms−1 ) (kms−1 )
1999-04-19 30.0±1.0 14.0±1.0 complete [-30.0,30.0] 33.0±1.0 12.0±1.0 complete [-33.0,33.0]
49.0±1.0 9.0±1.0 complete [-49.0,49.0] 55.0±1.0 10.0±1.0 complete [-55.0,55.0]
1999-06-25 30.0±1.0 12.0±1.0 complete [-30.0,30.0] 34.0±1.0 12.0±1.0 complete [-34.0,34.0]
49.0±1.0 10.0±1.0 complete [-49.0,49.0] 55.0±1.0 10.0±1.0 complete [-55.0,55.0]
2000-03-28 32.0±1.0 9.0±0.5 complete [-32.0,32.0] 35.0±3.0 11.5±2.5 complete [-35.0,35.0]
52.0±1.0 10.0±1.0 complete [-52.0,52.0] 56.0±3.0 10.5±1.5 complete [-56.0,56.0]
2000-06-11 31.0±1.0 10.0±1.0 0◦–160◦ [|31.0|,|-29.1|] 31.0±2.0b 11.0±1.0 0◦–125◦ [|31.0|,|-17.8|]
48.0±1.0 10.0±1.0 complete [-48.0,48.0] 48.0±1.0 11.0±1.0 complete [-48.0,48.0]
2005-04-21 29.0±1.0 13.0±0.5 complete [-29.0,29.0] 29.5±1.5 13.0±1.0 complete [-29.5,29.5]
48.0±1.0 12.0±1.0 complete [-48.0,48.0] 50.0±2.0 12.0±1.0 complete [-50.0,50.0]
2015-05-13 30.0±1.0 9.0±0.5 complete [-30.0,30.0] 36.0±1.0 11.0±1.0 0◦–145◦ [|36.0|,|-29.5|]
48.0±1.0 9.0±1.0 complete [-48.0,48.0] 50.0±2.0 12.0±1.0 complete [-50.0,50.0]
2015-10-11 30.0±1.0 8.0±0.5 complete [-30.0,30.0] 28.0±1.0 10.0±1.0 0◦–160◦ [|28.0|,|-26.3|]
48.0±1.0 10.0±1.0 complete [-48.0,48.0] 48.0±1.0 10.0±1.0 complete [-48.0,48.0]
2016-04-13 31.0±0.5 8.5±0.5 0◦–165◦ [|31.0|,|-29.9|] 33.0±1.0 11.0±1.0 0◦–140◦ [|33.0|,|-25.3|]
48.0±1.0 10.0±1.0 complete [-48.0,48.0] 50.0±1.0 11.0±1.0 complete [-50.0,50.0]
2016-08-02 31.0±1.0g 9.0±0.5 30◦–360◦ [|26.8|,|31.0|] 29.0±1.0 11.0±1.0 complete [-29.0,29.0]
50.0±1.0 11.0±1.0 complete [-50.0,50.0] 51.0±1.0 11.5±0.5 complete [-51.0,51.0]
Table A2. Fitting the kinematics of CPD-57 2874.
Date (UT) [CaII] λ7291 [OI] λ6300
vrot vg ring range vrot vg ring range
(kms−1 ) (kms−1 ) (kms−1 ) (kms−1 ) (kms−1 ) (kms−1 )
2008-12-22 110.0±3.0 14.0±1.0 100◦–260◦ [|-19.1|,|-19.1|] 42.0±2.0 12.0±1.0 complete [-42.0,42.0]
109.0±3.0 14.0±1.0 0◦–90◦ [|109|,0] 88.0±3.0 11.0±1.0 complete [-88.0,88.0]
161.0±3.0 13.0±1.0 complete [-161.0,161.0] 120.0±2.0 12.0±1.0 complete [-120.0,120.0]
208.0±8.0 10.0±2.0 complete [-208.0,208.0] 165.0±7.0 12.0±2.0 complete [-165.0,165.0]
2015-05-13 105.0±3.0 13.0±1.0 100◦–260◦ [|-18.2|,|-18.2|] 44.5±2.5 11.0±1.0 complete [-44.5,44.5]
105.0±3.0 13.0±1.0 0◦–85◦ [|105|,|9.2|] 88.0±4.0 11.0±2.0 complete [-88.0,88.0]
157.0±3.0 13.0±1.0 complete [-157.0,157.0] 121.0±3.0 13.0±2.0 complete [-121.0,121.0]
220.0±5.0 10.0±2.0 complete [-220.0,220.0] 167.0±6.0 12.0±2.0 complete [-167.0,167.0]
2016-01-13 107.0±2.0 13.0±1.0 100◦–260◦ [|-18.6|,|-18.6|] 48.0±2.0 12.0±1.0 complete [-48.0,48.0]
108.0±1.0 14.0±1.0 0◦–88◦ [|108|,|3.8|] 90.0±3.0 11.0±1.0 complete [-90.0,90.0]
160.0±2.0 13.0±1.0 complete [-160.0,160.0] 123.0±4.0 13.0±2.0 complete [-123.0,123.0]
213.0±5.0 12.0±2.0 complete [-213.0,213.0] 166.0±6.0 12.0±2.0 complete [-166.0,166.0]
2016-03-13 111.0±4.0 14.0±1.0 100◦–260◦ [|-19.3|,|-19.3|] 44.5±2.5 12.0±1.0 complete [-44.5,44.5]
110.0±3.0c 13.0±1.0 0◦–88◦ [|110|,|3.8|] 87.0±4.0 11.0±2.0 complete [-87.0,87.0]
155.0±4.0 12.0±1.0 complete [-155.0,155.0] 117.0±3.0 13.0±1.0 complete [-117.0,117.0]
201.0±11.0 12.0±2.0 complete [-201.0,201.0] 167.0±3.0 12.0±2.0 complete [-167.0,167.0]
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Table A3. Fitting the kinematics of HD 327083.
Date (UT) [CaII] λ7291 [OI] λ6300
vrot vg ring range vrot vg ring range
(kms−1 ) (kms−1 ) (kms−1 ) (kms−1 ) (kms−1 ) (kms−1 )
1999-06-25 76.0±1.0 11.0±1.0 0◦–80◦ [|76.0|,|13.2|] 75.0±1.0 14.0±1.0 0◦–122◦ [|75.0|,|13.0|]
75.0±1.0 8.0±1.0 90◦–270◦ [0,0]
2015-05-11 76.0±1.0 12.0±1.0 0◦–110◦ [|76.0|,|-26.0|] 58.0±2.0 11.0±1.0 0◦–110◦ [|58.0|,|-19.8|]
77.0±1.0 12.0±2.0 40◦–270◦ [|59.0|,0] 76.0±2.0 9.0±1.0 0◦–140◦ [|76.0|,|-58.2|]
2015-10-12 76.0±1.0 12.5±0.5 0◦–90◦ [|76.0|,0] 70.0±2.0 14.0±1.0 110◦–270◦ [|-23.9|,0]
76.0±1.0 13.5±0.5 120◦–270◦ [|-38.0|,0] 74.0±2.0 12.0±1.0 0◦–85◦ [|74.0|,|6.4|]
2015-10-15 76.0±1.0 13.0±1.0 0◦–90◦ [|76.0|,0] 70.0±1.0 14.0±1.0 110◦–270◦ [|-23.9|,0]
76.5±1.0 12.5±0.5 120◦–270◦ [|-38.5|,0] 74.0±1.0 14.0±1.0 0◦–90◦ [|74.0|,0]
2016-04-13 77.0±1.0 12.0±0.5 0◦–85◦ [|77.0|,|6.7|] 66.0±2.0 8.0±1.0 90◦–270◦ [0,0]
71.0±1.0 11.0±1.0 110◦–270◦ [|-24.3|,0] 80.0±1.0 13.0±1.0 0◦–105◦ [|80|,|-20.7|]
2016-07-28 76.0±1.0 12.0±1.0 0◦–85◦ [|77.0|,|6.7|] 61.0±3.0 9.0±1.0 90◦–270◦ [0,0]
72.0±1.0 10.5±1.5 110◦–270◦ [|-24.6|,0] 78.5±1.5 13.0±1.0 0◦–106◦ [|78.5|,|-21.6|]
Note: The fit of the [O i] λ6300 line for the 2016-04-13 epoch is not well-constrained due to the extended red wing it displays.
Table A4. Fitting the kinematics of HD 62623.
Date (UT) [OI] λ5577 [CaII] λ7291 [OI] λ6300
vrot vg ring range vrot vg ring range vrot vg ring range
(kms−1 ) (kms−1 ) (kms−1 ) (kms−1 ) (kms−1 ) (kms−1 ) (kms−1 ) (kms−1 ) (kms−1 )
2008-12-21 57.5±1.5 13.0±2.0 0◦-95◦ [|57.5|,|-5.0|] 41.0±2.0 9.5±0.5 compl. [-41.0,41.0] 37.0±1.0 11.0±1.0 compl. [-37.0,37.0]
60.5±0.5 11.0±1.0 compl. [-60.5,60.5] 60.0±1.0 12.0±2.0 compl. [-60.0,60.0]
2010-05-03 61.0±2.0 10.0±1.0 0◦-95◦ [|61.0|,|-5.3|] 40.5±0.5 8.5±0.5 compl. [-40.5,40.5] 37.5±1.0 11.0±1.0 compl. [-37.5,37.5]
60.0±1.0 11.0±1.0 compl. [-60.0,60.0] 61.5±1.0 12.0±1.0 compl. [-61.5,61.5]
2013-05-09 57.0±3.0 8.5±1.5 0◦-95◦ [|57.0|,|-5.0|] 41.0±0.5 7.5±0.5 20◦–360◦ [|38.5|,|41.0|] 38.0±1.0 11.5±0.5 compl. [-38.0,38.0]
60.0±1.0 11.0±1.0 compl. [-60.0,60.0] 62.0±1.0 12.0±1.0 compl. [-62.0,62.0]
2014-11-29 55.0±5.0 11.0±2.0 0◦-95◦ [|55.0|,|-4.8|] 42.0±1.0 8.5±0.5 20◦–360◦ [|39.5|,|42.0|] 43.0±2.0 10.0±1.0 20◦–360◦ [|40.4|,|43.0|]
61.0±1.0 10.0±0.5 20◦–360◦ [|57.3|,|61.0|] 62.5±1.5 11.0±1.0 20◦–360◦ [|58.7|,|62.5|]
2015-05-10 55.0±3.0 11.0±1.0 0◦-95◦ [|55.0|,|-4.8|] 42.5±0.5 8.5±0.5 20◦–360◦ [|39.9|,|42.5|] 41.5±1.5 11.5±0.5 20◦–360◦ [|39.0|,|41.5|]
61.5±0.5 11.0±1.0 20◦–360◦ [|57.8|,|61.5|] 60.0±1.0 13.0±1.0 20◦–360◦ [|56.4|,|60.0|]
2015-10-12 too noisy - not used 44.0±1.0 11.0±1.0 20◦–360◦ [|41.3|,|44.0|] 40.0±3.0 11.5±1.5 20◦–360◦ [|37.6|,|40.0|]
62.0±1.5 11.0±1.0 20◦–360◦ [|58.3|,|62.0|] 64.0±2.0 13.0±1.0 20◦–360◦ [|60.1|,|64.0|]
Table A5. Fitting the kinematics of GG Car.
Date (UT) [CaII] λ7291 [OI] λ6300
vrot vg ring range vrot vg ring range
(kms−1 ) (kms−1 ) (kms−1 ) (kms−1 ) (kms−1 ) (kms−1 )
1999-04-18 96.0±2.0 6.5±0.5 0◦–165◦ [|96.0|,|-92.7|] 35.5±1.5 12.0±2.0 complete [-35.5,35.5]
91.5±3.5 9.0±2.0 complete [-91.5,91.5]
2000-02-23 96.0±2.0 6.5±0.5 0◦–165◦ [|96.0|,|-92.7|] 30.0±1.5 13.0±1.0 complete [-30.0,30.0]
90.5±2.5 9.0±2.0 complete [-90.5,90.5]
2008-12-22 94.0±2.0 8.5±1.0 5◦–180◦ [|93.6|,|-94|] 29.0±1.0 13.0±1.0 complete [-29.0,29.0]
51.0±3.0 14.0±2.0 complete [-51.0,51.0]
91.5±8.5 12.0±2.0 complete [-91.5,91.5]
2009-06-09 97.0±1.0 8.5±1.5 15◦–180◦ [|93.7|,|-97|] 28.5±1.5 13.0±1.0 complete [-28.5,28.5]
79.0±5.0 12.0±2.0 complete [-79.0,79.0]
2011-03-23 97.0±2.0 8.0±1.0 15◦–180◦ [|93.7|,|-97|] 30.0±1.0 13.0±1.0 complete [-30.0,30.0]
82.0±2.0 12.0±2.0 complete [-82.0,82.0]
2015-05-13 92.5±2.5 8.5±1.5 10◦–180◦ [|91.1|,|-92.5|] 29.0±1.0 13.0±1.0 complete [-29.0,29.0]
82.5±7.5 14.0±2.0 complete [-82.5,82.5]
2015-11-23 97.0±2.0 8.0±1.0 20◦–180◦ [|91.2|,|-97|] 28.0±1.0 13.0±1.0 complete [-28.0,28.0]
77.0±8.0 14.0±2.0 complete [-77.0,77.0]
2015-11-26 96.5±1.5 9.5±1.5 20◦–180◦ [|90.7|,|-97|] 29.0±1.0 13.0±1.0 complete [-29.0,29.0]
80.0±5.0 14.0±2.0 complete [-80.0,80.0]
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Table A6. Fitting the kinematics of MWC 137.
Date (UT) [OI] λ6300
vrot vg ring range
(kms−1 ) (kms−1 ) (kms−1 )
2015-12-05 20.0±0.5 7.5±0.5 complete [-20.0,20.0]
31.0±1.0 10.0±1.0 complete [-31.0,31.0]
47.0±1.0 7.0±1.0 complete [-47.0,47.0]
67.0±2.0 15.0±2.0 complete [-67.0,67.0]
2016-02-28 20.5±0.5 7.5±0.5 complete [-20.5,20.5]
31.0±1.0 10.0±1.0 complete [-31.0,31.0]
46.5±1.0 8.0±1.0 complete [-46.5,46.5]
69.0±2.0 9.0±2.0 complete [-69.0,69.0]
Table A7. Fitting the kinematics of HD 87643.
Date (UT) [CaII] λ7291 [OI] λ6300
vrot vg ring range vrot vg ring range
(kms−1 ) (kms−1 ) (kms−1 ) (kms−1 ) (kms−1 ) (kms−1 )
1999-04-18 12.0±0.5 11.0±1.0 complete [-12.0,12.0] < 3* 12.0±1.0 0◦–155◦ [|3|,|-2.7|]
23.0±1.0 16.0±2.0 0◦–155◦ [|23.0|,|-20.8|]
62.0±4.0 16.0±2.0 0◦–155◦ [|62.0|,|-56.2|]
90.0±5.0 9.0±2.0 0◦–155◦ [|90.0|,|-81.6|]
2000-02-23 11.0±1.0 12.0±2.0 complete [-11.0,11.0] 9.0±1.0 9.0±2.0 0◦–150◦ [|9|,|-7.8|]
24.5±1.5 15.5±2.5 0◦–150◦ [|24.5|,|-21.2|]
54.0±2.0 16.0±2.0 0◦–150◦ [|54.0|,|-46.8|]
85.5±2.5 9.0±2.0 0◦–150◦ [|85.5|,|-74.0|]
2015-05-12 data of too low SNR or compromised - not used
2015-10-13 10.0±0.5 10.0±2.0 complete [-10.0,10.0] 10.0±1.0 12.0±1.0 0◦–140◦ [|10.0|,|-7.7|]
32.0±2.0 14.0±2.0 0◦–140◦ [|32.0|,|-24.5|]
62.0±2.0 16.0±2.0 0◦–140◦ [|62.0|,|-47.5|]
91.0±5.0 9.0±2.0 0◦–140◦ [|91.0|,|-69.7|]
2016-04-13 9.5±0.5 10.0±1.0 complete [-9.5,9.5] 10.0±1.0 12.0±1.0 0◦–140◦ [|10.0|,|-7.7|]
33.0±1.0 14.0±2.0 0◦–140◦ [|33.0|,|-25.3|]
66.0±2.0 16.0±2.0 0◦–140◦ [|66.0|,|-50.6|]
90.0±5.0 9.0±2.0 0◦–140◦ [|90.0|,|-68.9|]
Note: * We are not certain about the existence of this ring as it is at the limit of what we can fit. It could also be due to the presence of
the sky emission line (at λ6300.3). Unfortunately, there is no sky spectrum available to help us remove or identify the contribution of
the sky line.
Table A8. Fitting the kinematics of Hen 3-298.
Date (UT) [O i] λ5577 [Ca ii] λ7291 [O i] λ6300
vrot vg range vrot vg range vrot vg range
(kms−1 ) (kms−1 ) (kms−1 ) (kms−1 ) (kms−1 ) (kms−1 ) (kms−1 ) (kms−1 ) (kms−1 )
2005-04-19 22.5±1.5 8±1.5 [-22.5,22.5] 22.0±0.5 8.0±0.5 [-22.0,22.0] 19.0±0.5 12.0±0.5 [-19.0,19.0]
2015-05-11 too noisy - not used 21.5±0.5 7.75±0.5 [-21.5,21.5] 19.0±0.5 12.0±1.0 [-19.0,19.0]
2015-11-26 too noisy - not used 21.0±0.5 7.0±0.5 [-21.0,21.0] 18.5±0.5 12.0±1.0 [-18.5,18.5]
2015-12-06 22.5±1.0 10.5±1.5 [-22.5,22.5] 21.5±0.5 7.25±0.25 [-21.5,21.5] 18.5±0.5 12.5±0.5 [-18.5,18.5]
2016-01-12 24.5±2.0 10.5±1.5 [-24.5,24.5] 21.5±0.5 7.75±0.25 [-21.5,21.5] 18.5±0.5 12.25±0.25 [-18.5,18.5]
Note: All rings are complete rings.
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